
Playing To The Gods: The Art of Channeling
Divine Energy on Stage
Have you ever experienced the electrifying energy that fills the air when a
talented performer takes the stage? The captivating charm, the impeccable lines,
the flawless movements - it's as though they are channeling something greater
than themselves. In the world of theater, actors often refer to this phenomenon as
"Playing To The Gods." But what does it truly mean to tap into divine energy while
performing? Let's explore the art of channeling divine energy on stage and
discover how this age-old practice continues to captivate audiences worldwide.

Understanding Playing To The Gods

Playing To The Gods is an ancient theatrical concept rooted in the belief that
actors have the ability to connect with higher powers during their performances.
The term itself traces its origins back to the time of the ancient Greeks, who
believed that the gods would be present in the theater, watching over the actors
and influencing their performances. It was believed that by playing to these gods,
actors could access a wellspring of creative energy, allowing them to elevate their
performances to extraordinary heights.

While the belief in literal gods may have faded over time, the idea of tapping into
something greater than oneself remains a fundamental aspect of theatrical
practice. In modern times, Playing To The Gods has become a metaphorical way
of describing the process by which actors draw upon their emotions, imagination,
and spiritual core to create truly transformative performances.

Playing to the Gods: Sarah Bernhardt, Eleonora
Duse, and the Rivalry That Changed Acting
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The Power of Emotion

One of the key elements in Playing To The Gods is the ability to harness and
channel raw emotions. Actors understand that emotions are the fuel that drives
their performances - the energy that captivates audiences and connects them to
the characters on stage. Whether it's love, anger, joy, or despair, actors must tap
into their own emotional reservoir and allow these feelings to consume them
entirely.

In the act of surrendering oneself to an emotion, actors are able to create
powerful moments of vulnerability and truth on stage. This depth of emotion
speaks directly to the hearts of the audience, evoking genuine emotions and
forging a connection that transcends the boundaries of the theater.

The Magic of Imagination

Another essential aspect of Playing To The Gods lies in the power of imagination.
Actors possess the unique ability to transport themselves and their audiences to
different worlds, allowing them to experience realities beyond their own. By diving
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deep into their imaginations, actors can become fully immersed in their
characters' circumstances and bring them to life with authenticity and conviction.

Imagination enables actors to tap into a realm of infinite possibilities, where the
ordinary becomes extraordinary, and the mundane is transformed into the
magical. Through the active use of their minds, actors merge their reality with that
of their characters, leading to performances that inspire awe and wonder.

The Spiritual Connection

Beyond emotion and imagination, Playing To The Gods also involves a profound
spiritual connection. Many actors report feeling a deep sense of purpose while
performing, as if they are vessels for something greater than themselves. This
connection often leads to a state of transcendence, where actors feel fully aligned
with the universe and the divine.

When an actor enters this spiritual realm, they become conduits for divine energy.
They are able to tap into a wellspring of creative power that allows them to
breathe life into their characters, infusing their performances with an otherworldly
quality. This divine energy can be felt not only by the actors themselves but also
by the audience, creating a shared experience that transcends time and space.

The Impact on Audiences

When performers master the art of Playing To The Gods, the impact on
audiences can be profound. These performances have the ability to transport
spectators to realms beyond their wildest dreams, evoking emotions they may
have long forgotten or never experienced before. The audience becomes an
active participant in the transformative power of theater, forever changed by the
experience of witnessing such transcendent performances.



Playing To The Gods has the power to challenge, inspire, and enlighten
audiences. It reminds us of our shared humanity and the interconnectedness of
all beings. It invites us to question our own beliefs, emotions, and imaginations,
allowing us to explore the deepest corners of our souls. In this way, theater
becomes more than just entertainment; it becomes a vehicle for growth and self-
discovery.

Playing To The Gods is a timeless practice that continues to captivate audiences
worldwide. Through the art of harnessing emotions, engaging imaginations, and
connecting with divine energy, actors are able to create performances that touch
the very core of our being. Whether it's a grand theatrical production or an
intimate solo performance, the act of channeling something greater than oneself
is a testament to the enduring power of theater.

So the next time you find yourself drawn into a spellbinding performance,
remember that you are witnessing the beauty of Playing To The Gods - an
ancient art form that allows us to glimpse the divine through the magic of theater.
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The riveting story of the rivalry between the two most renowned actresses of the
nineteenth century: legendary Sarah Bernhardt, whose eccentricity on and off the
stage made her the original diva, and mystical Eleonora Duse, who broke all the
rules to popularize the natural style of acting we celebrate today.

Audiences across Europe and the Americas clamored to see the divine Sarah
Bernhardt swoon—and she gave them their money’s worth. The world’s first
superstar, she traveled with a chimpanzee named Darwin and a pet alligator that
drank champagne, shamelessly supplementing her income by endorsing
everything from aperitifs to beef bouillon, and spreading rumors that she slept in a
coffin to better understand the macabre heroines she played.

Eleonora Duse shied away from the spotlight. Born to a penniless family of
itinerant troubadours, she disappeared into the characters she portrayed—
channeling their spirits, she claimed. Her new, empathetic style of acting
revolutionized the theater—and earned her the ire of Sarah Bernhardt in what
would become the most tumultuous theatrical showdown of the nineteenth
century. Bernhardt and Duse seduced each other’s lovers, stole one another’s
favorite playwrights, and took to the world’s stages to outperform their rival in her
most iconic roles.

A scandalous, enormously entertaining history full of high drama and low blows,
Playing to the Gods is the perfect “book for all of us who binge-watched Feud”
(Daniel de Visé, author of Andy & Don: The Making of a Friendship and a Classic
American TV Show).
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